1. Introduction

Heat pipe is a technology that uses porous media in the form of wick, which serves as a path for the return of liquid fluid from the condenser to the evaporator. The basic principle of heat pipe uses two-phase flow, latent heat and capillary channel for working fluid circulation between heating and cooling areas with wick media. The structure, design and construction of wick had a strong influence on heat pipe performance and had a critical aspect in the manufacturing process.

The working system of heat pipe at a certain pressure, the liquid will evaporate, while the steam will also melt at a certain temperature, so that there will be pressure settings in the heat pipe which in turn will also regulate the working temperature and phase changes from liquid to vapor and vice versa. The capillary pressure in the wick will move fluid even against gravity due to the effect of capillarity.
Techniques enhancement heat transfer can be classified into two methods, which are active method and passive method. Generally, the heat pipe has three parts, namely the evaporator, adiabatic section and the condenser as dissipation of the heat. Various heat pipe design features had been developed to enhance the thermal performances. While the thermal performance of heat pipe challenges is well understood, the research was focused on boiling visualization to provide the phenomenon of nucleation form. Based on the phenomenon of nucleation form, it can be determined thermal performance evaluation.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Heat pipe is a passive device of heat transfer from the heat source at the evaporator to the heat sink as the dissipation of heat in a relatively long time span through the evaporation latent heat of the working fluid [1]. An experimental technique has been developed to simultaneously visualize the evaporation process and measure the evaporator resistances of a flat-plate heat pipe [2–5].

Visualization study of vapor formation regimes during capillary-fed boiling in sintered-powder heat pipe wicks [6] provided a detailed indication of the fundamental vapor formation regimes occurring at different heat fluxes and allows correlation of the evaporation/boiling mechanisms to thermal performance trends and surface modifications.

Visualization experiments were conducted to measure the performances of heat pipes by copper mesh with various surface wettability in the condenser and the evaporator [7]. In the next study, visualization of the condensation process was conducted on flat-plate heat pipes [8].

In the work [9], visualization of the evaporation/boiling process and thermal measurements of operating horizontal transparent heat pipes by glass tube and water as the working fluid was studied. Study results indicated that nucleate boiling was prompted for a wick having a fine 200-mesh bottom layer.

In the other study, inclination angle affects the thermal efficiency of the heat pipe on working fluid copper using Nano fluid [10]. The studied heat pipe with an inclination angle of 45° produces the highest thermal performance [11]. The heat pipe design is developed to provide the performance, and heat transfer improvement. Various designs of heat pipe had been investigated but the operation the heat pipe requires a fan to assist the heat dissipation process due to limitation of condenser section as heat dissipation, therefore it effected to high cost design.

In this study, the tapering heat pipe is investigated to enhance the thermal performances. The condenser section is larger than the evaporator section to provide the balancing of heat source and heat sink and continuous circulation. The tapering heat pipe does not require a fan because of different evaporator area and condenser. Boiling visualization in the tapering heat pipe is measured to provide the detailed information of bubbles nucleation.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this study is to investigate the characteristics of bubbles formation on the boiling process in the tapering heat pipe with variation of the evaporator to condenser diameter ratio through visualization. The tapering heat pipe positioned at an inclination angle of 45° was set to provide the purpose.

To accomplish the set aim, the following tasks were set:
- to find the shape and size of the bubbles phenomenon at various heat loads and variation of the evaporator to condenser diameter ratio;
- to find the heat transfer coefficient and thermal resistance at various heat loads and variation of the evaporator to condenser diameter ratio.

4. Material, methods and model of research

Tapering heat pipes are made of a glass tube with a diameter ratio $d/D=1/1, 1/2, 1/3$ and $1/4$, $d$ is the outside diameter of the evaporator, $d$ is constant =10 mm, and $D$ is the condenser outside diameter. The length of the tapering heat pipe is 200 mm. Screen mesh wick serves as the axis of the capillary to return liquid from the condenser to the evaporator. The condenser ends insert a working fluid into the heat pipe tapering. Wick heat pipe of the mesh screen wire diameter in the form of 56.5μm single array with the number 67.416 per mm. Screen mesh wick made of stainless steel wire with a thermal conductivity of 40 W/(m·K), in the form of rolls following the shape of the tapering heat pipe so that the shape layer with a screen of 100 mesh. Its operation condition is room temperature and airtight during to the experiment with 100 ml of water Aqua as a working fluid. The heat source is used DC-Power supply to the condenser section. The design of the tapering heat pipe made of glass tube can be seen in Fig. 1 and the experimental set-up on tapering heat pipes with an inclination position 45° fixed can be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig.1. Tapering heat pipe from glass tube with a diameter ratio $d/D=1/3$ ($d=10$ mm, $D=30$ mm) 0

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up: 1 – Tapering heat pipe from glass tube; 2 – Thermocouple (T1, T2); 3 – 9171=c-DAQ and NI 9211- Module; 4 – Computer unit; 5 – Heater DC-Power Supply; 6 – SLR Camera
Tapering heat pipe testing was done by measuring the temperature at two points with the thermocouple positions of 10 mm, and 200 mm with the variation of the heat load of 30 W, 40 W and 50 W as T1 and T2 in Fig. 3. The variation of the heat load is taken because thermal yield at device several electronic average 30 W to 130 W. The tapering heat pipe is used in the electronic cooling system. One end of the tapering heat pipe is used as an evaporator, wires heater (flexible heater) is wound on the side of the evaporator which serves as a heat source and the condenser serves for heat dissipation. Heat source (Q) of the DC-power supply provides heat energy to the tapering heat pipe. K-type thermocouples are installed at two points to measure the boiling temperature distribution associated with data acquisition, 9171 c-DAQ and module NI-9211. The visualization is conducted by using a transparent glass tube no isolation and heat loss ignored so easy to images of boiling bubbles were captured by SLR camera. The heat flux is the evaporator section \( q_e \) was calculated by the equation (1) and the temperature of the inside and outside walls of the tapering heat pipe was calculated by the equation (2).

\[
q_e = \frac{Q}{2\pi r_0 L_e}, \tag{1}
\]

\[
T_i = T_0 + \frac{q_e r_0}{\lambda_w} \ln \left( \frac{r_i}{r_0} \right), \tag{2}
\]

where \( Q \) is heat load, \( r_0 \) and \( r_i \) the radius of the outer and inner tapering heat pipes, \( L_e \) is the length of the evaporator, \( T_i \) and \( T_0 \) is the temperature of the inside and outside walls of tapering heat pipes and \( \lambda_w \) is the thermal conductivity of the glass tube. The coefficient of heat transfer from the evaporator can be calculated through a comparison between the heat flux at the evaporator with the temperature decrease \( \Delta T \) by the equation (3). While thermal resistance can be calculated by the equation (4).

\[
h_e = \frac{q_e}{\Delta T}, \tag{3}
\]

\[
R = \frac{T_{nw} - T_{ev}}{Q}, \tag{4}
\]

5. Research results of the effect of the evaporator-condenser diameter ratio at various heat load on the bubble size, heat transfer coefficient and thermal resistance

a. Heat load of 30 Watt
The visualization results with heat load 30 W of variety of the evaporator-condenser diameter ratio are showed at Fig. 4. The boiling bubbles are occurs on the evaporator section. The bubbles visualization results are explained at discussion section.

b. Heat load of 40 Watt
The visualization results with heat load 40 W of variety of the evaporator-condenser diameter ratio are showed at Fig. 5. The boiling bubbles are occurs on the evaporator section. The bubbles visualization results are explained at discussion section.
c. Heat load of 50 Watt

The visualization results with heat load 50 W of variety of the evaporator-condenser diameter ratio are showed at Fig. 6. The boiling bubbles are occurs on the evaporator section. The bubbles visualization results are explained at discussion section.

d. Heat flux and heat transfer coefficient

The heat transfer coefficient proces and heat flux on the tapering heat pipe of vareaty of the evaporator-condenser diameter ratio are showed at Fig. 7. The result heat flux and heat transfer coefficient are explained at discussion section.

e. Thermal Resistance

The thermal resistance on the tapering heat pipe of variety of the evaporator-condenser diameter ratio are showed at Fig. 8. The result thermal resistance are explained at discussion section.

6. Discussion of the research results of the effect of evaporator-condenser diameter ratio at various heat load on the bubble size, heat transfer coefficient and thermal resistance

Fig. 4 shows grow up and bubbles shape with variation of the evaporator-condenser diameter ratio and heat flux.
enhancement of the inclined 45° on the tapering heat pipe. The phenomenon in Fig. 4, a–d occurs on the screen mesh Wick surface of the heat flux 9,952 kW/m² to begin formation of nucleate bubbles on the screen mesh Wick surface and heat flux 11,942 kW/m² bubbles number more increasing. Nucleate bubble is vapor bubbles occur at solid surface. The nucleate bubbles begin to disperse partly on the screen mesh Wick surface by different size and shape. Fig. 4, e–g shows small bubbles occurred evenly by uniform size and shape on the screen mesh Wick surface compared bubbles on the diameter ratio (d/D)=1/1. The phenomenon is indicated that the heat transfer process occurs better because the heat transfer coefficient, heat flux enhancement and thermal resistance decreased so that thermal performance increased.

The boiling phenomenon in Fig. 5, a, b is with variation of the heat load of 40 W generated bubbles shape larger size occurred between heat flux 13,933 kW/m² and heat flux 15,923 kW/m² at the long pipe. Fig. 5, c–f shows the boiling bubbles dispersed with different size and shape at the long pipe. Fig. 5 c is shows the bubbles less number and large size because of the small bubbles coalition. Bubbles number tends to increase as heat load increased, bubbles large size collapse prompt and rapidly leave the screen mesh Wick surface in the form of vapor to then evaporation. Bubbles size in Fig. 5, g, h is less and uniform than in Fig. 5, a–f shows diameter ratio value increased not always generated large bubbles because different evaporator section and condenser area large.

The boiling phenomenon in Fig. 6, a, b is with variation of the heat load of 50 W, bubbles shape generated at condition is the big bubbles size and less number occurred at heat flux 17,914 kW/m² and heat flux 19,904 kW/m² in the long pipe. Fig. 6, c–f shows that the boiling bubbles occurred with different size and shape in the long pipe and tend the same with Fig. 5, a–f. Boiling bubbles in Fig. 6, h, f show the uniform size and shape but less bubbles size is larger caused rapidly collapse bubbles in the form of vapor then occur evaporation. Nucleate temperature is heat load of 50 Watt occurred faster compared with heat load of 30 W and 40 W because the heat transfer coefficient, heat flux increased and thermal resistance decreased so thermal performance enhancement. Bubbles shape and size change with variation of the d/D and heat load because existence different section area evaporator and condenser. Section area of the condenser is large and heat load increase cause rapid heat dissipation and vapor generated enhanced. Vapor generated increase causes bubbles size and shape changed.

The feature of the proposed solutions is the new design of the tapering heat pipe with certain advantages without a fan the condenser section to lower cost. Future developments are excellent for electronic device coolers.

The effects of heat load on the heat transfer coefficient with variation of the evaporator to condenser diameter ratio is shown in Fig. 7. The diameter ratio value is increased result heat transfer coefficient and heat flux decreased but on diameter ratio 1/4 enhancement. This shows that the diameter ratio of 1/4 has conformity section area evaporator and condenser cause continue evaporation-condensation circulation so result heat transfer coefficient enhance.

The advantages of this research compared to similar ones is the increase of the heat transfer coefficient and heat flux on the diameter ratio of 1/4 because the evaporation-condensation process occurs continuously. This tapering heat pipe is without a fan, unlike another design of the heat pipe as a flat heat pipe, straight tube, circular tube etc.

The thermal resistance on the tapering heat pipe is the evaporator and condenser diameter ratio with various heat loads shown in Fig. 8. Diameter ratio d/D is as an independent variable and heat load is a dependent variable. Diameter ratio value is increased with the rise of the heat load result resistance thermal enhance but on the diameter ratio of 1/4 decreased. This shows that the diameter ratio of 1/4 has conformity section area evaporator and condenser cause continue evaporation-condensation circulation so result resistance thermal decreased. Heat transfer coefficient and thermal resistance change with variation of the d/D and heat load because temperature different ΔT small relative between evaporator and condenser. The condenser section and heat load increase vapor generated and gravitation force enlarged. The heat load and diameter ratio are affect heat transfer coefficient value and thermal resistance on the tapering heat pipe.

The shortcomings of the research are not installed pressure gauge on the evaporator section and condenser for measure work pressure. The restrictions can be imposed on the use of the results of the evaporator to condenser diameter ratio and various heat loads.

Can be the development of this research is flow boiling and pool boiling in the tapering heat pipe. The difficulties can be in trying to develop this research in these areas in the manufacturing process of the tapering heat pipe.

7. Conclusions

The visualization experiment result shows the evaporator to condenser diameter ratio and heat load effect on the boiling phenomenon as follows:

1. The bubbles shape and size are variation generated at various heat loads and variation of evaporator to condenser diameter ratio. Bubbles small disperse and group with quality is less clear occur at low heat load and evaporator to condenser little diameter ratio. Various heat loads and bigger ratio is generated of small bubbles grouping and there are greater ones with quality is clear.

2. Heat transfer coefficient enhanced and thermal resistance decreased for increasing heat load and grow diameter ratio.
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